
Zee The Envious Zebra: A Tale of Contentment
and True Friendship
In the vibrant grasslands of Africa, there lived a young zebra named Zee.
Like all zebras, Zee had a unique pattern of black and white stripes that set
him apart from the others. But Zee wasn't content with his stripes. He
envied the other animals in the savanna who he perceived as having more
beautiful and exotic markings.
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Zee's envy gnawed at him, making him bitter and withdrawn. He refused to
play with his fellow zebras, spending his days alone, wallowing in his self-
pity.

One day, as Zee was sulking by the watering hole, he noticed a wise old
elephant approaching him. The elephant, with its gentle demeanor and
deep knowledge, had witnessed Zee's discontent for some time.

"My dear young zebra," the elephant said, "why do you torment yourself
with envy? Your stripes are a gift, a unique expression of your identity.
There is no other zebra in the savanna like you."
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Zee listened to the elephant's words, but his heart remained heavy. He
couldn't shake the feeling that he was somehow inferior to the other
animals.

The next day, as Zee was wandering aimlessly through the grasslands, he
came across a group of zebras playing together. Their laughter and
camaraderie filled the air, and Zee felt a pang of longing to be a part of their
joy.

Hesitantly, Zee approached the group. To his surprise, the zebras
welcomed him with open arms. They didn't care about his stripes or his
envy. They simply saw a young zebra who wanted to belong.

As Zee spent more time with his new friends, he began to realize the true
meaning of contentment. He learned that beauty is subjective and that true
friendship is based on acceptance and love.

Zee The Envious Zebra is a heartwarming story that teaches children the
importance of embracing their individuality and finding joy in the company
of those who truly care about them.



Free Download your copy of Zee The Envious Zebra today and
embark on a journey of self-discovery and friendship!
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Mathew Simmon is a passionate children's book author with a deep love for
animals and nature. His stories are filled with heartwarming lessons and
vibrant characters that inspire young readers to embrace their unique
qualities and find joy in the world around them.
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Spirit and Practice Beyond Self-Defense
Taekwondo, an ancient Korean martial art, is often perceived solely as a
means of self-defense. However, it encompasses a far more profound
and...
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